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who we are & what we do
baresquare is a machine intelligence analytics company, 

providing analytics-driven automation solutions to large enterprises, 
with a focus on process optimization,

in order to make data worthwhile

data
collection reporting deep dive 

analysis

STRONG PROJECT MANAGEMENT MACHINE INTEL FOR ENTERPRISE ANALYTICS

services / products



Dr. Hoops: project scope

enhance access to basketball stats & content

baresquare for Turkish Airlines Euroleague

prototype chatbot in Facebook Messenger

2017 Final Four (19-21 May)



you know, we have worked on transforming
data analysis findings into text

yeah, we’ve seen your software and we are interested

that’s cool, cause we were thinking of
ways to access new types of datasets

we would love to, but what do you have in mind?

hmm, how about building a chatbot for them to play with?

for this year’s F4? let’s see; would it be
ok to use this napkin as a white-board? …

so, do you think you could make your 
algorithm also work with basketball stats?

well, you know, letting fans 
access stats in a new, easy way

a chatbot? wow, yes,
but can you make it in 3 months? 

project
background:
the napkin concept

baresquare           EuroLeague



chatbot: what is it & why building one?

chatbots mimic conversation with people  using AI

messenger apps vs. social networks

scalable solution

fun factor

for us, it was a major step towards enhancing access to data analysis findings 
by using the power of natural language processing technology 



Present - future automated decision making artificial general intelligence?

1950s Turing test: ‘Artificial Intelligence’ term machines as clever as humans

2010  - present AI goes mainstream low-hanging fruits

1980 – 87 the rise of Expert Systems proof of their usefulness

previous definitions : cybernetics, automata theory, complex information processing

1974 – 1980  ‘AI Winter I’ doubts on feasibility – reduced funding

1987 – early 90s ‘AI Winter II’ expert systems under-performance

data is stronger than theoretical models2000  - 2010 “the unreasonable effectiveness of data”

optimism: expert systems prototypes1960s – early 70s the Golden Years

back to the ‘narrow’ AI1993 – 2000 abandonment of general AI

AI: are we on the same page?



the NLP evolution

hand-written rules

behavioral modelling

first chatterbots

no matter how great the options for selecting an NLP engine are,
be prepared for some hand-written rules as well!

early machine learning

computational power increase

Markov models to NLP

NLP engines as a service

easy and scalable solution

free for commercial use



backend

NLP and infrastructure



wit.ai in action

✓powered by Facebook

✓flexibility

✓ intents’ classification

✓context handling 

✓time constraint

why selecting this NLP service



create a story (intent)

wit.ai in action



add entities

wit.ai in action



wit.ai in action

train the system



wit.ai in action
call wit.ai API



redisweb server

workers

EuroLeague API

user

Facebook 
messenger
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Dr. Hoops architecture: speed & reliability
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✓ any type of input
✓ message flooding
✓ up time rate >99%
✓ response time <2.5 sec
✓ 10k requests/sec 

requirements

✓ caching 
✓ parallel handling
✓ multi-thread processing
✓ asynchronously
✓ pre-computations 

specifications



analytics

using data to monitor and improve performance



how we ensured bot’s reliability and 100% up-time rate
by selecting the right metrics to monitor

• Web/worker servers (memory usage, dyno load, response time)

• Redis (connection limit)

• PostgreSQL (connection limit, expensive queries)

• Celery (queue size)

infrastructure analytics 



log 
analysis

incorrect
replies review

prioritized and 
continuous 
bug fixes/

improvements

user experience analytics
how we measured chatbot’s efficiency from the users’ POV

by embedding rating questions within dialogues

correct vs incorrect replies (%)

correct incorrect



testing phase:
almost 1/3 of users exited 

the chatbot discussion 
when a free user input was 

purely required

only 4 interactions per user 
were initially recorded

introduced follow 
ups via buttons
when an intent
was identified

70% click-through

user interaction analytics
how we minimized number of dead-ends in discussions

by introducing follow up suggestions via buttons



FB app analytics

user profilingsubscriptions

custom analytics

user profiling analytics
how we enhanced user profiling on top of FB app analytics
by introducing in-line subscription/preferences questions



USER - INFRASTRUCTURE

7.3 99.6%6K
users

?
questions/user

86%
correct replies up time

1.7sec
bot response time

FANS ENGAGEMENT

25%
subscription rate response rate in 

profiling questions

33% 15%
repeated users

FB RATING

Dr. Hoops game stats



lessons learnt from the production experience

manual effort



“In just 3 months baresquare and EuroLeague 
developed a bot from scratch, with far more dynamic 

conversational ability than we had seen from other 
equivalent bots in sports; and the fans loved it!”

Stephen Dobson, 
Director of Digital & Content Marketing

EuroLeague Basketball



when AI
goes wrong…

it sounds all Greek to me


